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volumes include statutory record collection of the monthly climatological reports of the united states by state or region with monthly and annual national summaries originally designed as a cargo and paratroop transport during world war ii the fairchild c 82 packet is today mainly remembered for its starring role in the hollywood film the flight of the phoenix 1965 its ungainly appearance earned it the nickname the flying boxcar but the aircraft was the first to achieve practical end loading and aerial delivery of cargoes its outsized capacity served the u s military s needs for more than ten years civilian operators flew it in remote locations like alaska and south america for a further three decades this book provides a comprehensive history of the c 82 detailing each of the 224 aircraft built with technical diagrams multiple appendices and more than 200 photos vol 1 36 1879 1914 give statistics for 1878 1913 vol for 1880 81 contains kalamazoo mich concise history of the fire and water dept includes literature with contributions by numerous experts the startling economic and political answers behind europe s historical dominance between 1492 and 1914 europeans conquered 84 percent of the globe but why did europe establish global dominance when for centuries the chinese japanese ottomans and south asians were far more advanced in why did europe conquer the world philip hoffman demonstrates that conventional explanations such as geography epidemic disease and the industrial revolution fail to provide answers arguing instead for the pivotal role of economic and political history hoffman shows that if certain variables had been different europe would have been eclipsed and another power could have become master of the world hoffman sheds light on the two millennia of economic political and historical changes that set european states on a distinctive path of development military rivalry and war this resulted in astonishingly rapid growth in europe s military sector and produced an insurmountable lead in gunpowder technology the consequences determined which states established colonial empires or ran the slave trade and even which economies were the first to industrialize debunking traditional arguments why did europe conquer the world reveals the startling reasons behind europe s historic global supremacy
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